Atmosphere® Fax
Secure and reliable cloud-based faxing
Improve employee productivity and reduce costs by replacing your old
fax servers and equipment with Atmosphere® Fax, a cloud-based service
that offers a superior user experience and integrates seamlessly with
Microsoft Outlook and most email clients.
Stop dealing with slow, clunky, and unreliable fax machines.
Atmosphere® Fax eliminates any time spent printing, scanning, and
waiting for a fax to deliver. Now you can simply attach the document to
an email, making it easy to forward, print, or save. Plus, electronic faxing
is friendlier for the environment!
Send and receive faxes from any device, anywhere
Maintain HIPAA and PCI compliance with secure transmissions

Why Atmosphere® Fax?

Deploy Quicker
Our expertise makes the transition
to cloud faxing seamless and gets
you up and running quickly.

Eliminate fax capacity issues—no more busy signals
Turn up service quickly and efficiently
Ensure successful completion with our reliable network
Reduce equipment maintenance time and costs
Generate fully customizable cover pages on demand
Manage Costs

Say hello to hassle-free faxing
After a quick activation process, it’s easy to send faxes from any device
that supports email: desktop, laptop, phone, or tablet. Faxes are received
within seconds as an attachment (TIF, PDF, or XPS).

Built-in savings over legacy fax
systems with a predictable monthly
spend and no equipment
maintenance.

Attach your documents to an email message
Send email to faxnumber@atmospherefax.com
Get instant status alerts to confirm delivery

Painless migration, instant results
Whether you are ready to make the move to cloud faxing or want to hold
on to your legacy equipment a little bit longer, we make it easy to enjoy
the benefits of cloud-based faxing.
Our team of experts is there every step of the way to get your service
activated quickly. You can keep an existing fax number and transfer it to
your new Atmosphere® Fax account or order a new dedicated local or tollfree fax number.

Improve Uptime
High service availability guarantees
successful completion rates while our
redundant network provides peace of
mind in the event of an outage.

Atmosphere® Fax

Pricing plans to fit any size enterprise or budget
Essentials
$15.00/month

Premium
$30.00/month

Enterprise
$75.00/month

Users (Outbound)

5

10

20

Fax Numbers*

1

2

3

Inbound Pages

50

150

Outbound Pages

50

150

Additional Pages

$0.10/page

$0.10/page

$0.10/page

Additional Users (Outbound)

$1.25/user

$1.00/user

$0.75/user

$5.00

$5.00

$5.00

Features

Additional Numbers

1,000 shared

*Each fax number can be assigned to up to three email aliases or distribution lists

We’re Better. Here’s Why...
Expert Support

Dedicated Account Managers

Customized Solutions

Self-Service Portal

Our Customers Agree…
“No other provider so far is able to match the
service offerings that IntelePeer provides."
First Nations Home Finance

"IntelePeer’s ability to understand our communications
needs from the moment we deployed spoke volumes."
Horizons Consulting

www.intelepeer.com | 1.877.336.9171

